Optical Connector Cleaner

Note: Not suitable for male MTP connectors.
Depress yellow lever to open cleaning surface cover.

Non-APC connectors: Using medium pressure, rotate the connector tip a quarter turn. Move connector from left to right on the cleaning surface in the direction of the arrow.

APC connector (angled): be sure to angle the connector so that the connector face contacts the cleaning surface. Do not rotate. Move connector from left to right on the cleaning surface in the direction of the arrow.

Release lever.
Refill when lever become difficult to depress.
Do not reuse cleaning tape.

“One-Click”-style Fiber Optic Cleaner

Note: Do not touch cleaner tip.

Connectors in Adapters (Bulkhead)
Remove end cap. Insert cleaner into connector. Push until the cleaner clicks. Do not angle cleaner.

Connectors Not in Adapters
Open end cap cover. Do not remove entire end cap. Insert connector into cleaner. Push until cleaner until the cleaner clicks. Do not angle cleaner.

Extending Nozzle
Depress black button on side of cleaner and pull nozzle to extend.

Indicator Window
White: Full
Red: Empty. Note: cleaner tip will also appear black. Do not use when empty.

Fiber Optic Swabs

Note: For bulkhead cleaning only.
Select the correct size swab for adapter (1.25mm or 2.5mm).
Insert swab. Turn several times, rotating in the same direction each time. Remove and dispose of swab.

Fiber Optic Cleaning Wipe
Dispense clean wipe onto foam pad.
Using light pressure, move the connector ferrule in a figure 8 motion along the wipe.
Dispose of wipe.

AquaKleen
For wet cleaning with wipes, spray a small amount of Aquakleen onto a wipe in order to dampen. Do not soak. Clean following instructions for wipes.
For wet cleaning using swab, dab swab onto lightly wetted towel to dampen. Do not soak. Clean following instructions for swabs.
Ensure connector or bulkhead is entirely dry before reinstalling.

Warning: To avoid the risk of eye damage, ensure laser is off before cleaning any portion of a fiber system.